
 

FORUM  FOR  REDRESSAL OF CONSUMER GRIEVANCES  
Of 

Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam 
         SCO NO. 94, Ist Floor, Sec-5, Panchkula. 
             E-mail:- uhbvn_forum2006@Yahoo.com  

  
     Petition No.   - CGRF-102/08 
     Date of Institution - 17.01.08 
     Date of hearing   - 12.03.08 
     Date of Order - 25.03.08 
   

  In the matter of complaint of Sh. Makhan Singh of Yamuna Nagar 

against wrong billing of his domestic connection.    

        ……………..Petitioner  

V/s 

1. Xen ‘Op’ Divn. UHBVN Naraingarh. 

2. S.D.O ‘Op’ S/Divn UHBVN Sadhaura. 

 

      …………….Respondents 

Present:- 

1. Sh. S.C. Vij. Chairperson 

2. Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull Member-II 

Appearances:- 

 

On behalf of Petitioner:- 

 

 Sh. Makhan Singh. 

On behalf of Respondents:- 

 

1. Sh. D.S. Matharu Xen ‘Op’ Divn. Naraingarh. 

2.  Sh. S.B. Goyal SDO ‘Op’ S/Divn. Sadhaura. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

ORDER 

 

1. This complaint has been filed by Sh. Makhan Singh of Yamuna Nagar on 

17.01.08 against wrong billing by SDO ‘Op’ S/Divn. Sadhaura towards his 

domestic A/c No. JS-14/5605 and fabricated case of theft of energy causing 

harassment and mental agony.  

2. The complaint was admitted inspite of the fact that it was not on prescribed 

forms and supported by affidavit for which a communication was made.  

Simultaneously, the Nodal Officer was asked to submit his version.  

3. Xen ‘Op’ Naraingarh replied on 14.02.08 and the complainant also submitted 

his complaint as per HERC guidelines.  The complainant also submitted 

photocopy of the order of the President Consumer Dispute Redressal Forum 

Yamuna Nagar dated 05.09.2003 and dated 30.10.06. 

4. Both the parties were asked to adduce their evidences and advance arguments 

on 12.03.08, the date fixed for hearing.  Sh. D.S. Matharu Xen ‘Op’ Divn. 

UHBVN Naraingarh presented the case on behalf of the Nigam. Sh. S.B. Goyal 

SDO ‘Op’ S/Divn. Sadhaura also attended the hearing along with his C.A.  Sh. 

Makhan Singh argued for his grievances.  The Nodal Officer intimated that 

appeal No. 2820/2003 and 2845/2006 are pending before State Commission 

against the orders dated 05.09.03 and 30.10.06 of DCDRF Jagadhari and the 

matter is sub-judice.  

5. The complainant argued that he is being billed for 6.8 KW load where as his 

actual load is 2.5 KW. 

6. Both the parties were heard at length and proceedings closed.  

       Forum’s View and Order:- 

  In view of the proceedings conducted and the HERC regulation 

HERC/02/2004, the Forum is restrained from taking up the complaints of 

offences and penalties specified under section 135 & 139 of EA-2003.  The 

Deptt. has already made an appeal before the State Commission against the 

order of DCDRF and this Forum therefore restricts itself only to the complaint 

of the consumer to correct his load and issue future bills as per his 

consumption.  Most of the bills presented by the complainant have been issued 

with status of meter shown as N. 

  



 

  The Nodal Officer has intimated that during checking on 10.11.04, 

by the raiding party, the complainant was found committing theft of energy and 

a checking report was prepared at site which was signed by the checking party 

but the complainant refused to sign the same.  The connected load since that 

checking has been taken as 6.8 KW. 

  The Forum is of the view that a consumer has a right to get his load 

extended or reduced as per his requirement.  The plea of the Nodal Officer that 

a check meter was installed on the pole outside the consumer premises on 

31.05.07, but the consumption shown by check meter is more than 3 times the 

consumption shown by the consumer meter is not understandable.  Why a 

proper analysis is not being made and the defaulting amount is being allowed 

to increase.  It is the duty of the licensee to supply electricity through 

installation of a correct meter.  Following order is therefore passed by the 

Forum for implementation by the Nigam within one billing cycle and report 

compliance within 7 days of implementation of the order.  

1. To allow reduction of load as per requirement of the 

consumer after observing usual formalities.  

2. To provide a correct meter at the premises of the 

complainant and issue bills as per his consumption or m.m.c 

whichever is applicable.    

The complaint is accordingly disposed off.  No order as to cost.   

 

 “The order is signed, dated and issued by Consumer Grievances    

Redressal Forum on 25.03.08”. 

 

 

 
 (Ch. Balbir Singh Dhull)                                  (S.C. Vij) 
                 Member                                                          Chairperson 

  



 

 
   CONSUMER   GRIEVANCES   REDRESSAL   FORUM 

Of 
Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam 

         SCO NO. 94, Ist Floor, Sec-5, Panchkula. 
             E-mail:- uhbvn_forum2006@Yahoo.com  

        Petition No. CGRF-102/08 
 
To  
 
  The Managing Director,  

UHBVN. Panchkula. 
 
Memo No. Ch-            /UH/CGRF-102 

Dated:  25.03.08 

 
Subject: Order in respect of complaint of Sh. Makhan Singh of Yamuna Nagar 

against wrong billing of his domestic connection.  
 

Enclosed please find herewith the order issued by Consumer Grievances 

Redressal Forum in respect of above petition for its compliance.  

 
DA/As above 

Secretary, 
CGRF, UHBVN, 
Panchkula. 

CC. 
1.  Secretary/HERC, Sec-4, Panchkula. 

2.  CE/OP, UHBVN, Panchkula. 

3.  SE/ ‘OP’ Circle UHBVN Yamuna Nagar. 

4.  SE/Commercial UHBVN Panchkula. 

5.  XEN/OP Division, UHBVN, Naraingarh with a copy of order. 

6.  S.D.O ‘Op’ S/Divn. UHBVN Sadhaura with a copy of order.  

7. Sh. Makhan Singh V&P.O Haveli, Sub-Tehasil Sadhaura, Tehasil Jagadhri, 

Distt. Yamuna Nagar.  

   

  For information & further necessary action with respect to order of Forum  

  (copy enclosed). 

 

 
 
 

  



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


